VENUE
Queensmill school’s PE Hall.
The trampolines will be situated against the blue padded walls with only two exposed sides. One side will be supported
and protected by having an endex attached; the other side will be protected by a spotter. (A coach or a trained person
observing the bouncer and following them as they bounce).
There will be a mini staircase made from soft padded material allowing easier and safer access to the trampoline
situated at the front right-hand side of the trampoline.
There will be padded gym mats on the floor surrounding the trampoline in case of a bouncer falling off the trampoline.
There must be at least 2 meters of free space around the trampolines at all times.

ATTIRE
-

Bouncers are recommended to wear long sleeve tops and long bottoms whilst on the trampoline.
Bouncers must wear socks at all times while on the trampoline with a mesh bed.
All jewellery must be removed.
If possible glasses should also be removed unless they are attached securely.

SAFETY, ACCIDENTS AND INJURIES
-

It is the session leader’s responsibility to ensure that all participants and staff safely conduct themselves when involved
in a trampoline session.
Spectators/participants awaiting their turn should be appropriately supervised.
Nobody should go under the trampoline, except an adult under instruction from the session leader, to create
movement from below.
Session leader should be aware of the nearest fire escapes
The session leader should be the first aider while delivering a session.
The session leader should be aware of any injuries that participants may have, a record of the injury should be kept on
file for future reference.
Any incidents that occur must be reported and filed

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE OF THE TRAMPOLINE AND TRAMPOLINE AREA
-

Any spillages to be cleared up immediately in accordance with SEN Bounce health and safety policy
The trampolines are serviced annually by a reputable company - Tramp tech sports equipment services
The session leader will complete checks of the trampoline before, during and after use
Any defaults or damages will be reported by the session leader to the owner of SEN bounce

QUALIFIED STAFF
-

The trampolines must only be used by staff qualified or staff trained by a trampoline coach
A minimum of one qualified trampoline trained adult is to be present during each session
Please see the folder for names of qualified coaches
The responsibility of the session is taken by one SEN bounce trained operator (or session leader) who is responsible for
the participants, equipment and running of the session until the trampoline is safely stored away
Anyone wanting to work for SEN Bounce will undertake trampoline training by the SEN bounce founder and then
consequently lead an SEN bounce session
If the session leader is the only trained SEN bounce adult in the room and he needs to pop out of the room for any
reason then all bouncers must stop using the trampoline and wait away from the trampoline.
The session leader must make a professional judgement as to whether the bouncers (and staff) are responsible enough
to be left in the room temporarily.

